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The prediction capability for tritium production and other 
reaction rates in various systems configurations for a series of 
the USDOE/JAERI collaborative fusion blanket experiments 

M.Z. Youssef, A. K u m a r  and  M.A. A b d o u  

School of Engineering and Applied Science, University of California at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90024, USA 

Seventeen integral fusion experiments have been perfomed so far within the USDOE/JAERI Collaborative Program on 
Fusion Neutronics. The main objective of these experiments is to verify the state-of-the-art neutron transport codes and 
nuclear data in predicting tritium production rates, in-system neutron spectra, activation reaction rates, nuclear heating, and "t 
decay heating in a Li20 test assembly. In performing these experiments, the incident neutron source condition and the 
experimental geometrical arrangements for the test assembly were altered to study the impact of system changes on the 
prediction capability for the key neutronics parameters, particularly tritium production rate both locally and globally within 
predesignated zones in the breeding material. The test assembly itself was changed from a simple, one-material zone to a more 
prototypical blanket that included a stainless-steel first wall, neutron multiplier (beryllium) and coolant channels. The 
experiments proceeded through phase I and IIIA. In the latter phase, a line source was simulated by cyclic movement of the 
annular test assembly relative to the stationary point source that is located axially at the center of the inner cavity. In the latter 
phase, a better simulation bas been achieved to the secondary energy, and angular distributions of the incident neutron source 
found in Tokamak plasmas. In this paper, the results obtained by the USA, quantified in terms of the calculated-to-experi- 
mental values (C/E's) for the key neutronics parameters, are discussed for all the experiments performed so far. The change in 
the trends of these C/E values as one moves from one phase to another is considered by statistically treating these C/E values 
to arrive at a mean value for the prediction uncertainty in each experiment and an average mean value to all the experiments. 
This was carried out for tritium production rate, in-system spectra, and other reaction rates. 

1. Introduction 

The success in constructing future fusion reactors 
heavily depends on the accuracy involved in estimating 
the performance parameters of many reactor plasma 
physics and technology components [1,2]. One of the 
prime goals for utilizing fusion energy is to attain 
self-sufficiency in tritium in reactors based on D - T  fuel 
cycle. Fulfilling this goal depends on how well we 
predict the performance parameters of the reactor com- 
ponents that are currently subject to large uncertainties 
which in turn leads to large variation in the required 
tritium breeding ratio (TBR). The achievable TBR, on 
the other hand, in various blanket concepts is limited 
and also subject to large uncertainties. Tritium self-suf- 
ficiency calls for adequate achievable TBR that should 
at least be equal to the required TBR. The uncertainties 
in estimating the achievable TBR depends, among other 
factors, on the degree of accuracy in geometrically 
modelling the reactor systems and blanket, the ap- 
proximations introduced in the computational methods 

applied, and the current uncertainties in basic nuclear 
data. 

A central approach to resolve this important design 
issue is to perform integral experiments to quantify the 
uncertainties involved in tritium production rate (TPR) 
in a prototypical blanket. One can, therefore, judge the 
adequacy of the current nuclear data and calculational 
tools by making comparison between the analytical 
predictions and calculations to key design parameters 
such as the TPR, in-system spectrum, reaction rates, 
nuclear heating and radioactivity build-up. This 
approach has been undertaken in the ongoing 
USDOE/JAERI Collaborative Program on Fusion 
Neutronics where several fusion-oriented integral ex- 
periments have been performed/planned utilizing the 
Fusion Neutronics Source (FNS) facility at the Japan 
Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI). 

The objective of this paper is to give the overall 
uncertainties in evaluating tritium production rate, neu- 
tron spectrum, and other reaction rates inside the test 
assembly under varying operational and geometrical 
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conditions as encountered in these experiments and 
based on the US calculations. The counterpart  of the 
present work that is based on JAERI ' s  analysis is dis- 
cussed in ref, [3]. Among the varying conditions consid- 
ered are: a 14 MeV point source versus a simulated line 
source, open geometry versus closed geometry, etc. The 
parameter used for this purpose is the ratio of calcu- 
lated-to-experimental value ( C / E )  for local and zonal 
parameters. The approach followed in the present work 
is to statistically calculate the effective C / E  value for a 
given experiment (or a category of experiments) and for 
a particular measuring item. In this statistical treatment, 
both the experimental and the calculational errors in- 
volved are accounted for. 

In section 2, the experiments performed so far in 
phase I, IIA, liB, IIC, and I l iA  are briefly described 
with emphasis on the difference in the geometrical 
arrangements among these experiments. Brief discus- 
sion on the calculational methods used is given in 
section 3. Section 4 is devoted to outlining the statistical 
treatment for C / E  values obtained in each experiment. 
The results and discussions are given in section 5. 
Summary of the present work is outlined in section 6. 

2. The experiments 

Phase I experiments, started in October 1984 and 
completed in March 1986 is characterized by being 
performed in an open geometry with a point source. 
The test assembly is a cylinder of diameter D = 60 cm 
and length L = 61 cm constructed from Li20 blocks of 
different sizes, most of them are of dimensions 5.08 x 
5.08 x 5.08 cm. The test assembly is loaded in the 
experimental cavity connecting target room :~2 (4.96 x 
4.96 X 4.5 m height), where the experiments were per- 
formed, and the large target room ~1. The physical 
center of the rotating target (neutron source generator 
for the 14.1 MeV neutrons) is at a distance of - 2.48 m 
from the side walls and at 2.7 and 1.8 m from the 
ceiling and the floor level, respectively. Three categories 
of experiments were conducted: (1) The reference ex- 
periment (REF);  the test assembly consisted of a single 
Li20  material. (2) First-wall experiments; a 0.5 cm 
thick stainless-steel first wall (316SS) was placed in 
front of the Li20  assembly, then a 0.5 cm thick polyeth- 
ylene (PE) plate was placed between the first wall and 
the assembly. This sequence of experiments were re- 
peated but a 1.5 cm thick first wall was deployed 
instead, as shown in fig. la.  This series of experiments is 
designated by WFW. (3) Beryllium experiments; three 
configurations were assembled, namely: 5 cm thick Be, 

Be B r e e d e r  B r e e d e r  
z o n e  zone  zone  

• ,I- ..... - - - ~  

R e f e r e n c e  
(REF)  

! 
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(REF)  
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10 cm Be 0.5 cm SS+0.5 cm PE 

4 =F ...... 
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( B e - s a n d w i c h e d )  
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I[ 
1.5  c m  S S + 0 5  c m  P E .  

( b )  (a) 

Fig. 1. Arrangements for (a) the first-wall experiments (WFW) 
and (b) the beryllium experiments (WBE) of Phase I. 

10 cm thick Be, and 5 cm thick Li20 + 5 cm thick Be 
layers were placed in front of the Li20 assembly, sep- 
arately, as shown in fig. lb .  This series of experiments is 
designated by WBE in the present work. Details of the 
measurements and analysis performed in this phase can 
be found in refs. [4-6]. 

Phase II experiments were also perfomed in target 
room :~2 with a point source. In this phase, the test 
assembly is a rectangular shape of dimensions 86.4 x 
86.4 x 60.71 cm and was placed at one end of a rectan- 
gular enclosure made of Li2CO 3 and the D - T  neutron 
source was placed inside the cavity at a d i s t a n c e -  78 
cm from the square front surface of the test assembly as 
shown in fig. 2. The dimensions of the inner cavity were 
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87 × 87 × 124 cm and the thickness of the Li2CO 3 en- 
closure was 20.5 cm. A 5 cm thick PE layer was in- 
cluded at the outer surface of the enclosure in order to 
eliminate the low-energy, room-returned component of 
the neutrons reflected by the room walls and re-entering 
the test zone. 

Three experiments were performed in Phase IIA. 
The first is the reference (REF) experiment where only 
the Li20 material consituted the test assembly. In the 
second experiment, designated by BEF, the first five 
centimeters at the front were replaced by beryllium. A 5 
cm thick Be layer was sandwiched between a 5 cm thick 
Li20 front layer and the rest of the Li20 test zone in 
the third experiment, designated BES, as shown in fig. 
2a. The experiments performed in Phase IIB were simi- 
lar except that the inner surface of the LiECO 3 enclosure 
was covered by a 5 cm thick Be layer in addition to a 
0.5 cm thick SUS-304 first wall as shown fig. 2b. Three 
experiments were performed. The reference (REF) ex- 
periment had no Be layer in front of the LiE O test zone, 
the beryllium front (BEF) experiment (0.5 cm thick Be 
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Fig. 2. Arrangements for (a) Phase IIA experiments and (b) 
Phase IIB experiments. 

layer preceded the Li20 test assembly) without a first 
wail and the Be front experiment with first wail (BE- 
FWF) of 0.5 cm thickness. Details of the measurements 
and analysis for Phase IIA and liB can be found in refs. 
[7-15]. 

Two experiments were perfomed in phase IIC that 
focused on the heterogeneity effects on tritium produc- 
tion and other reaction rates profiles, namely: (a) the 
Water Coolant Channel (WCC) experiment. In this 
experiment simulated water coolant channels were in- 
troduced in the assembly with the dimensions shown in 
fig. 3a. One coolant channel was placed behind a 5 mm 
thick first wall that preceded the Li20 test assembly 
( -  60 cm thick) and two other channels were placed at 
a depth of 10 and 20 cm, respectively, and three drawers 
were utilized as shown in fig. 3a; and (b) the multi-layer 
Beryllium Edge-On experiment (BEO) in which multiple 
layers of Li20 and beryllium were arranged in an 
edge-on, horizontally alternating configuration for a 
front depth of 30 cm followed by the Li20 breeding 
zone and three drawers were also utilized, as shown in 
fig. 3b. More details on this phase can be found in refs. 
[16,17]. 

In Phase IIIA, the geometrical arrangement and 
source conditions were different from previous phases. 
An annular test assembly of length 204 cm and outer 
dimensions 130.1 × 130.1 cm with an inner square cav- 
ity of 42.55 × 42.55 cm was moved periodically back 
and forth relative to a stationary point source and hence 
a simulated line source was created at the central axis of 
the cavity. The test assembly consisted of a 1.5 cm thick 
304 stainless-steel first wall followed by a 20 cm thick 
Li 2 ° zone and a 20 cm thick Li 2CO3 zone, as shown in 
fig. 4. The outer surface was covered by 1.6 cm PE layer 
and both ends of the assembly were left open. The 
length of the simulated line source was 200 cm. More 
details on this experiment can be found in refs. [18-22]. 
Table 1 summarizes all the experiments considered in 
the present study. 

Several techniques were used to measure the tritium 
production rate from 6L i (T6). These are the Li-glass 
on-line method [23], the Li-metal detectors and the 
Li20 pellets. Tritium production rate from 7Li(T7) were 
measured by the NE213 indirect method and by Li-metal 
and Li20 pellet detectors. In-system spectrum was mea- 
sured by small NE213 detectors [24] (in the energy 
range above 1 MeV) and by specially designed Proton 
Recoil Counter (PRC) in the energy range 1 keV-1 
MeV. Many foil activation measurements were also 
conducted and used as spectral indices since their 
threshold energies ranged from 13 MeV [e.g 5SNi(n, 2n)] 
to as low as - 0.5 MeV [e.g 11Sin(n, nt) T M  In]. 
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3. Calculational methods 

Both the deterministic (discrete ordinates) and the 
Monte Carlo methods were used in analyzing the ex- 
periments except the BEO experiment which calls for 
3-D treatment by the Monte Carlo method. The MCNP 
code [25], version 3A, was used in analyzing phase I and 
IIA experiments while version 3B was applied in analyz- 
ing subsequent experiments. The pointwise continuous 
energy/angle cross-section library RMCCS/BMCCS, 
which is based on ENDF/B-V, version 2, was used in 
the Monte Carlo analysis. The DOT4.3 [26] and DOT5.1 
codes were used in the 2-D Sn treatment. The first 
collision code RUFF [27] was used to generate the 
uncollided fluxes needed for the DOT calculations. The 
MATXS6 library [28] (ENDF/B-V, version 2, 80-group 
neutrons) was used in the DOT calculations with P5-$16 
approximation while the MATXS5 (ENDF/B-V, ver- 
sion 2, 30-group neutrons) was applied (P3-$16) in 
Phase IIIA analysis [28], The beryllium data of 

ENDF/B-V, LANL, and ENDF/B-VI were used in 
Phase IIB analysis for comparison purposes [29]. 

4. Statistical treatment for the C / E  values 

In a given experiment (or a category of experiments) 
and for a given reaction type r, measurements were 
taken at several locations. For each location i, an asso- 
ciated (C/E)r  i value was obtained. In addition, an 
experimental error (uncertainty) and calculational error 
are assigned at each measuring point i, designed by ori ~ 
and oric, respectively. The calculational error could in- 
clude uncertainties due to geometrical modeling, as- 
sumptions embedded in the transport calculations used, 
and uncertainties associated with nuclear data. The 
combined uncertainty (variance) in the (C/E)r i value is 
given by 

Or2 = O~ie -[- Or2,c, (l) 
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Fig. 3. The test assembly used in Phase IIC experiments: (a, top) water coolant channels (WCC) arrangement and (b, bottom) 
beryllium edge-on (BEO) arrangement. 
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assuming that the standard deviations Ori e and ori ¢ are 
uncorrelated. In the present analysis, the (C/E)ri value, 
designated by Xri, is weighted by a weighting factor 0~ri, 
and the mean value Xr for the reaction r is obtained as 
follows: 

N 

E t, driXri 
~r = ' = '  (2) N 

S {Ori 
i~l 

and the standard deviation o r , which gives the spread 

around the mean value Xr, is obtained from the expres- 
sion 

N 
~ 2 2  WriOri 

O ) _  i = l  

(i~=l~ri) 2 

(3) 

where N is the number of the measuring locations 
considered. The weighting factors Wri'S are chosen to be 
inversely proportional to the combined uncertainty 
(variance) o 2. In this case, the (C/E)r i values at those 
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Fig. 4. Geometrical arrangement for Phase IIIA (simulated line source) experiment. 
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Table 1 
Abbreviation for the 
through Phase IliA 

Experiments Conducted in Phase I 

Phase Experiment (s) Abbreviation 

I Reference exp. REF 
I First wall exp. WFW 
1 Beryllium exp. WBE 
IIA Reference exp, REF 
IIA Beryllium front exp, BEF 
IIA Beryllium-sandwiched exp. BES 
liB Reference exp. REF 
liB Beryllium front exp, BEF 
liB Beryllium front with first wall exp, BEFWF 
IIC Water coolant channel exp, WCC 
I1C Beryllium edge-on exp. BEO 
IlIA Reference (line source) exp. REF 

measuring points whose combined uncertainties, o~, are 
large, will have less contribution in deriving the mean 
value 2~, i.e. less importance is given to the (C/E)r i  
values at these locations. Large uncertainties could be 
due to large experimental errors or large statistical 
errors in the Monte Carlo calculations, for example. 
Thus, if the weighting factor ~ ,  is expressed as 

w,., = 1 /o  2, (4) 

then, the variance 02 is obtained from the expression 

N 

o / =  1 / Y '  ( 1 / o ~ ) ,  (5) 
i--1 

where the quantities % appearing in eq. (4) are consid- 
ered to be the absolute standard deviations at the mea- 
suring points and the mean value, 2 ,  is obtained from 
the expression: 

N 

E X ri/nr2t 
i=1 

2 , -  .v (6) 
E 1 / ° 2  

i~1 

5, Results and discussion 

5.1. General trends for  T~, and  7~. C / E  curves 

Figure 5 shows the C / E  values for T 6 in the refer- 
ence experiment (REF) of Phase I as obtained by several 
codes and data (the US DOT 4 .3 /MATXS6 library and 
M C N P / R M C C S  library; JAERI:  DOT3 .5 / JACKAS 
library and M O R S E - D D / J 3 P R I  library; see refs. [5,6]). 
As seen in the US calculations, there are large dis- 
crepancies between calculations and measurements 
(performed by Li-glass detectors) particularly near the 
front surface of the test assembly. As pointed out in ref. 
[6], although the calculated values were corrected for 
self-shielding effect, the large discrepancies at front 
locations are due to the large uncertainty in predicting 
the incident low-energy component  of the D - T  source. 
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Fig. 5. The C/E values for T 6 in the reference experiment of Phase I (Li-glass measurements). 
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Several sources contributed to this uncertainty. Among 
them are: (a) difficulty in accurately modeling the com- 
plicated neutron target and room walls, (b) source sep- 
aration model used in the Monte Carlo calculations [5], 
(c) isotropic source assumption and cylindrical model- 
ing used in the 2-D DOT calculations, (d) sensitivity to 
the interpolation scheme used to extrapolate calculated 
values to exact measuring points near front surface (e.g. 
Lagrangian, log-linear) since the T 6 profiles were very 
steep at these locations, (e) approximations used to 
drive the self-shielding correction factors, and (f) uncer- 
tainties in determining the exact atomic densities of the 
concrete walls. The sources of uncertainties (a) to (c) are 
due to modeling while (d) to (e) is due to data processing 
approximations. Similar large uncertainties in T 6 were 
found in the WFW and WBE experiments of Phase I. 

In general, the C / E  curves for T6 have improved in 
subsequent phases due to careful selection of the geo- 
metrical configuration utilized in these experiments. The 
T 6 profiles were found to be less steep in Phase II 
[9-11] and slowly decreasing in the Phase IIIA experi- 
ment [18,19,21]. It was found that the C / E  values in the 
Be layers of Phase II are large. This was attributeed to 
(a) a need for large self-shielding correction factors, (b) 
perturbation in local neutron flux caused by the compo- 
nents of the Li-glass detectors, and (c) uncertainties in 
the secondary energy/angular distributions of neutrons 
emitted from the "Be(n, 2n) reactions, [29]. The C / E  
values for T 6 has noticeably improved in Phase IIIA 
(see ref. [30]). 

The prediction accuracy for T 7 is better than for T 6 
in Phase I. In other phases, the C / E  values in bulk of 
the Li20 zone are around 1.10-1.20 but larger dis- 
crepancies were found inside the 5 cm thick Be layers in 
Phase II. 

Since our concern in this paper is to estimate the 
mean value for the C / E  quantity inside the Li20 zone 
for key parameters such as Tr, TT, and other reaction 
rates, the C / E  values inside other materials (e.g. beryl- 
lium, Li2CO3, FW, etc.) were excluded in the statistical 
treatment outlined in section 4. In addition, in driving 
the mean value Xr and variance Or 2 based on DOT 
results, only the experimental errors Or= were used in 
eq. (1). When the results of MCNP are used, the calcu- 
lational errors 0~ c include only the statistical errors as 
obtained in the Monte Carlo results, i.e. no errors 
(uncertainties) due to modeling or nuclear data uncer- 
tainties were included in the present analysis. Estimates 
to uncertainties in T 6 and T 7 due to nuclear data 
uncertainties can be found elsewhere [31]. Furthermore, 
some of the experimental errors o~i ~ were not readily 
available at some locations in some of the experiments 
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Fig. 6. The prediction uncertainty (%) for T 6, Xr, based on the 
DOT calculations (Li-glass measurements). 

at the time the present work was performed. In these 
cases, the following experimental errors were assumed: 
- NE213 measurements - 6.5% 
- Li-glass, Li-metal, Li20 pellet measurements for T 6 

and T 7 - 3.5% 
- zonal TPR for T 6 and T 7 - 3.5% 

5.2. The prediction accuracy for tritium production rate 
from aLl(T6) 

The prediction uncertainty (%) for a given experi- 
ment and for a given reaction rate r is quantified in 
terms of the parameter Xr = (Xr - 1) × 100 where Xr is 
given by eq. (6) in which Xri = (C/E)r,- Figure 6 shows 
this prediction uncertainty for local T 6 in all the experi- 
ments performed so far where the measurements were 
performed by the Li-glass detectors and the results are 
those obtained by DOT calculations. These uncertain- 
ties are shown by the black bars. The middle of a black 
bar gives the mean value X~. The width of the bar 
represents the spread around this mean value and is 
expressed as Xr + or and X r -  or. Shown also for each 
experiment is a white bar whose ends represent the 
maximum and the minimum values for the quantity 
-~r~ = [(C/E)r i - 1] × 100. Thus, a long white bar and a 
narrow black bar for a given experiment means that the 
maximum and minimum values for the quantity X,i 
occurs at few measuring locations i while at most other 
locations, the quantity Xr~ is clustered around the mean 
value -~r- For example, in the reference (REF) experi- 
ment of Phase I, the mean value Xx, = 21% with spread 
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4-_ Or6 of 4-2%. On the other hand, the maximum and 
minimum deviation from the measured value are 42% 
and - 3 %  respectively. These are consistent with the 
values shown in Fig. 5 in DOT4.3 calculations. 

By glancing at fig. 6, one can observe that the largest 
prediction uncertainty in T 6 was in the R E F  experiment 
of Phase I while the lowest prediction uncertainties were 
found in the BES experiment of Phase IIA and the BEF 
experiment of Phase IIB. No  2-D calculations for the 
BEO experiment were performed since it requires 3-D 
calculations. It should be noted that the prediction 
uncertainty in Phase I I IA experiment (simulated line 
source experiment) is reasonable ( -  8%) with a spread 
of only +_ 1%. Shown also in Fig. 6 are the prediction 
uncertainties in the cases where E N D F / B - V  (B5), 
E N D F / B - V I  (B6) and L A N L  data for beryllium are 
used. As pointed out in ref. [29], the prediction uncer- 
tainty for T 6 with B6 data has improved while the 
largest uncertainty, in a relative sense, is obtained by 
the B5 data. This is due to the improvement  in the 
9Be(n, 2n) corss-section itself (reduction by - 1 0 %  at 
14 MeV) as well as the improvement in the secondary 

energy/angle  distributions of neutrons emitted from 
this reaction [29]. 

Figure 7 shows, for comparison, the prediction un- 
certainties for T 6 as obtained by the M C N P  calcula- 
tions. The spread around the mean value expressed by 
% is larger than those obtained by the D O T  calcula- 
tions, particularly in Phase IIB. In addition, large devia- 
tions in the C / E  values (from unity) occur at few 
locations as in the WBE experiment of Phase I. How- 
ever, the trend of the prediction uncertainties for T~ is 
similar to D O T  results. Table 2 gives the mean value ,W,. 
in each experiment as obtained by DOT and M C N P  
calculations. If account is made for the results of Phase 
I experiments, the simple average mean for the predict- 
ion uncertainty, X, (average), in all the experiments is 
- 8 . 8 %  in D O T  calculations and - 4 . 8 %  in M C N P  
calculations. These estimates are based on giving equal 
importance for each experiment. Excluding Phase I 
results, these estimates are 5.8% and 1.7%, respectively, 
which quantify the current uncertainties in predicting T,, 
by discrete ordinates and Monte Carlo method. 

Table 2 
Mean values X,. for the prediction uncertainty (%) in T 6 (Measurement by Li-glass detectors). 

System Phase I Phase IIA Phase IIB Phase IIC Phase IIIA Average mean value 

code REF WFW WBE REF BEF BES RRF BEF BEFWF BEO WCC REF w/Phase l w/o  Phase l 

DOT 21 20 10 18 8 2 - 4  - 2  4 - 12 8 g.8% 5.8% 
MCNP 18 4 14 8 2 - 2  8 - 4  6 - 6  0 4.8% 1.7% 
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5. 3. The prediction accuracy for tritium production rate 
from 7Li(r7) 

The prediction uncertainty in T 7 is shown in fig. 8 
where the measurements were performed by the NE213 
indirect method. By examining Fig. 8, one can generally 
notice an overprediction in T7, particularly in Phase I 
experiments, and that better prediction accuracies are 
observed in Phase liB experiments, BEO experiments of 
Phase IIC and in Phase IIIA experiments. One can also 
notice that the spread around the mean values Xr are 
larger than those found for T 6 shown in figs. 6 and 7, 
and that, to a lesser extent, no spread in the white bars 
(DOT) and the dotted bars (MCNP), as is the case for 
T 6 shown in fig. 7, indicating that no extreme large 
deviation from unity takes place in the (C/E)r i values 
at some locations. This occurs in the C / E  curves for T6 
since T 6 is sensitive to the low-energy component of the 
neutron flux which varies sharply between different 
zone boundaries. 

Table 3 summarizes the mean value -~r for the 
prediction uncertainties in all the experiments. Also 
shown in this table is the average mean value as ob- 
tained by the DOT and MCNP calculations. The aver- 
age mean value for the prediction uncertainties is - 
10.4% with DOT calculations and - 7.5% with MCNP. 
These estimates are less when the results from phase I 
experiments are excluded [ -  8.8% (DOT) and - 3.8% 
(MCNP)]. By comparing these estimates to those ob- 
tained for T 6 (see table 2), it can be said that the 
prediction accuracy for T 6 is better than those for T 7. It 
should be emphasized that the local T 6 values are much 
larger than those for T 7 (by an order of magnitude) and 
thus the prediction uncertainties for tritium production 
for natural lithium is closer to those of T 6 (DOT: 6-9%, 
MCNP: 2-5%). 

5.4 In-system spectra and other reaction rates 

The prediction uncertainty in the in-system in- 
tegrated spectrum above 10 MeV is shown in fig. 9 
based on the NE213 measurements. As shown, the 
high-energy component of the neutron flux is generally 
underestimated in the experiments shown. The average 
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Fig. 9. The prediction uncertainty (%) for the integrated spec- 
trum above 10 MeV. 

mean value for the prediction uncertainty in this case 
was estimated to be -4.1% (MCNP) and 1.2% (DOT). 
Also, the spread around these estimates, + on, is around 
+ 2.5%. On the other hand, the spectrum component in 
the energy range 1 MeV < E < 10 MeV was found to be 
always overpredicted and the average mean value for its 
prediction uncertainties is estimated to be -14% 
(MCNP) and - 31% (DOT). 

The underestimation of the high-energy component 
of the spectrum is reflected on the C / E  values for 
high-threshold reactions such as 58Ni(n, 2n) [E th -  13 
MeV]. Figure 10 shows the uncertainty in predicting 
this reaction in several experiments. The average mean 
value for this uncertainty among the experiments con- 
sidered is - - 1 2 %  (MCNP) and - - 1 3 %  (DOT). 
Since the average mean value for the underestimation in 
the integrated spectrum above 10 MeV is - - 1 . 5 %  
(simple average between MCNP and DOT results), thus, 
the cross-section for this reaction should increase by at 
least 10% to improve the agreement with measurements. 
This was pointed out in previous related analysis [16]. 

The average mean value for the prediction uncertain- 
ties of other reactions were also calculated. It was found 

Table 3 
Mean values "~r for the predication uncertainty (%) in T 7 (measured by NE213 indirect method). 

System Phase I Phase IIA Phase IIB Phase IIC Phase IIIA 

code REF WFW WBE REF BEF BES REF BEF BEFWF BEO WCC REF 

DOT 15 17 12 18 12 11 4 1 5 - 21 - 2  
MCNP 16 10 26 5 6 11 - 2  - 4  2 1 11 - 

Average mean value 

w/Phase I w/o Phase I 

10.4% 8.8% 
7.5% 3.8% 
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that the prediction uncertainties for most reactions are 
less than + 10%. 

6. Summary 

rates. An average mean value Xr (average), was also 
estimated, giving the same weight (importance) to each 
experiment. It was found that the prediction uncertainty 
in T(, is - 8.8% and 4.8%, based on the deterministic 
and Monte Carlo results, respectively. When experi- 
ments in Phase I are excluded (for being less prototypi- 
cal), the prediction uncertainties were reduced (5.8% 
(DOT),  1.7% (MCNP)).  The corresponding prediction 
uncertainties in T 7 are 10.4% (DOT) and 7.5% (MCNP)  
including Phase I results and are 8.8% (DOT) and 3.8% 
(MCNP)  when Phase I results are excluded. The predic- 
tion uncertainties for tritium production from natural 
lithium are close to those of T 6. It was found that the 
integrated spectrum above 10 MeV is underpredicted 
(by - 1.5%) and overpredicted by - 22% (simple aver- 
age of D O T  and M C N P  results) in the energy range 1 
MeV < E < 10 MeV. The prediction accuracy for other 
reaction rates are within _+ 10%. It should be empha- 
sized that as the present U S D O E / J A E R I  Collaborative 
Program has evolved from Phase I to Phase III experi- 
ments in which the geometrical and source conditions 
are more prototypical of those to be found in fusion 
machine, the prediction uncertainties for many reac- 
tions, particularly for tritium production rates, have 
noticeably improved. This is in spite of the fact that the 
operational conditions for the simulated line source 
have become more complex. 

Over a dozen experiments have been performed so 
far within the U S D O E / J A E R I  Collaborative Program 
on Fusion Neutonics to quantify the uncertainty in- 
volved in the prediction of tritium production rate, as a 
prime blanket characteristic in fusion blanket. In this 
regard, various codes and nuclear data were used in 
analyzing these experiments in addition to applying 
various measuring techniques for cross-checking experi- 
mental results. The experiments proceeded from a sim- 
ple, one-material test assembly to a more protoypical 
assembly that included the engineering features of a 
fusion blanket (first wall, coolant channels, multiplier, 
etc.). Furthermore, the neutron source conditions were 
altered in these experiments to closely simulate those 
conditions found in Tokamak plasmas. In addition, 
in-system spectra and other reaction rates were mea- 
sured in the test assembly and comparisons were made 
to the calculations. 

In the present work, based on the US results, the 
Calculated-to-Experimental  values ( C / E )  for trit ium 
production rates from 6Li(T6) and 7Li(Tv), as well as 
other reactions were treated statistically to arrive at 
mean statistical value Xr, and the spread around it 
( +  or) for the prediction uncertainties in these reaction 
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